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St. Martin's Griffin. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback.
282 pages. Dimensions: 9.1in. x 6.1in. x 0.9in.Inhis
bestsellerAffluenza, David Wann and his co-authors diagnosed
the debilitating disease of over-consumption. In Simple
Prosperity he shows readers how we can overcome this
diseasebyinvesting ina variety ofreal wealth sources. To
recapturea more abundant and sustainablelifestyle, try: -
Creating a richer life story through personal growth incentives -
Forming higher-yield friendships and stronger bonds through
social capital - Taking preventive healthcare measures to build
up wellness reserves - Balancing the biological budget through
greener currency - Caring for people, not just cars, to improve
your neighborhood wealth index - Resolving that pesky carbon
conundrum through energy savings - Celebrating instead of
desecrating! Cultural prosperity futures value the earth as a
sacred placeIn our age of hedge fund hysteria, Simple Prosperity
is anew way of investingthat will save our sanity and the planet.
This item ships from multiple locations. Your book may arrive
from Roseburg,OR, La Vergne,TN. Paperback.
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It in one of the most popular publication. It really is writter in easy words and not difficult to understand. You are going
to like how the author write this book.
-- Pr of . Eva ns B a listr er i DDS-- Pr of . Eva ns B a listr er i DDS

Completely essential go through book. This is for all who statte there had not been a worthy of reading through. It is
extremely difficult to leave it before concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Lydia  Leg r os-- Lydia  Leg r os
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